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Abstract
Objectives-Ethical issues have recently been raised
regarding the appropriate care ofpatients in persistent
vegetative state (PVS) in Japan. The purpose of our
study is to study the attitudes and beliefs ofJapanese
physicians who have experience caringfor patients in
PVS.
Design and setting-A postal questionnaire was
sent to all 317 representative members of the J7apan
Society ofApoplexy working at university hospitals
or designated teaching hospitals by the Ministry of
Health and Welfare. The questionnaire asked
subjects what they would recommend for three
hypothetical vignettes that varied with respect to a
PVS patient's previous wishes and the wishes of the
family.
Results-The response rate was 65%. In the case of
a PVS patient who had no previous expressed wishes
and no family, 3% of the respondents would
withdraw artificial nutrition and hydration (ANH)
when the patient did not require any other
life-sustaining treatments, 4% would discontinue
ANH, and 30% would withhold antibiotics when the
patient developed pneumonia. Significantly more
respondents (17%) would withdraw ANH in the
case of a PVS patient whose previous wishes and
family agreed that all life support be discontinued.
Most respondents thought that a patient's written
advance directives would influence their decisions.
Forty per cent of the respondents would want to have
ANH stopped and 31 % would not want antibiotics
administered if they were in PVS.
Conclusions-Japanese physicians tend not to
withdraw ANH from PVS patients. Patients' written
advance directives, however, would affect their
decisions.
(7ournal of Medical Ethics 1999;25:302-308)
Keywords: Japan; persistent vegetative state; physician;
person; resource allocation; life prolongation

Introduction
Physicians responsible for the management of a
patient in a persistent vegetative state (PVS) face

quite a few problems. These include deciding
whether artificial nutrition and hydration (ANH)
is treatment or nutritional care; whether withdrawal of tube feeding is an appropriate form of
management; at what level of awareness a patient
can be said to have a positive quality of life, and
who should determine a patient's right to die.' 2
How to evaluate the value of a mere biological life
is also one of the significant problems. Some may
disagree sharply as to what the response should be
to these problems, while people from different
countries may have different beliefs with regard to
the essence of medical care for PVS patients.
In the United States, several studies have
confirmed that the majority of patients (85% 95%) do not wish to be maintained in a
permanently unconscious state.3 In the United
Kingdom, the House of Lords decided that it was
not unlawful to withdraw ANH from Anthony
Bland.6 Surveys conducted in these countries also
demonstrated that the majority of physicians considered it appropriate not to treat active infection
and other life-threatening conditions and to withdraw ANH from PVS patients.7 Some physicians
even considered that it would be ethical to hasten
PVS patients' death by lethal injection.8 People in
some countries seem to share the opinion that an
unconscious human being is no more a person
and that mere biological life can benefit nothing
from medical care. Those who believe so would
find care for PVS patients meaningless or
pointless.
In Japan, on the other hand, a public opinion
poll by the Ministry of Health and Welfare
revealed that approximately 30% of respondents
surveyed thought all life support, including ANH
should be discontinued, but the majority responded that only extraordinary intervention such

as mechanical ventilation should be withdrawn.9
As far as the attitudes of physicians as caregivers
are concerned, no national survey or study has
ever been conducted. Thus there are no data
regarding whether the general public and physicians agree on appropriate care of such patients or
whether Japanese physicians have different opinions from those in the United States and the
United Kingdom. The Japanese may have significantly different concepts about human life and
death, and about what constitutes a valuable life.
If this is so, different social norms about beneficial
medical care and the goals of medicine would lead
to distinctive practices in clinical settings.
The purpose of our survey was, therefore, to
know the attitudes of Japanese physicians involved
in managing PVS patients. We were especially
interested in the decisions that might lead to the
patient's death and what factors and whose wishes
would influence such decisions.

Methods and subjects
We surveyed all representative members of the
Japan Society of Apoplexy working at university
hospitals or hospitals officially designated by the
Ministry of Health and Welfare as teaching institutions. We decided to survey them because they
are most likely to be involved in the long term
management of PVS patients and have played a
leading role in under- and post-graduate clinical
education at their medical schools or institutions.
A postal questionnaire was sent to all 317
representative members of the society.

Questionnaire
The nine-page questionnaire consisting of three
parts took about 15 minutes to complete. The first
section included four vignettes on the following
hypothetical case:
You are taking care of a male patient in his 70s in
persistent vegetative state (PVS). He developed
intracranial haemorrhage two years ago and has
been unconscious since the episode. One year
later, several specialists diagnosed him to be PVS.
His chance of ever regaining consciousness is
considered extremely slim. The only treatment
the patient is currently receiving consists of fluid
and nutrition through gastrostomy. His medical
condition is stable and the estimated length of life
is at least five years.
The first three vignettes differed as to whether the
patient's prior wishes were known and whether
family members were available for consultation.
The fourth one asked the subject physicians what
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they would want for themselves in the circumstances described. The four vignettes comprised
the following:
1. No verbal or written advance directives of any
kind regarding patient wishes; patient has no
family.
2. No verbal or written advance directives of any
kind regarding patient wishes; family want to
stop treatment which prolongs the life of the
patient.
3. Patient did not want to be kept alive; family
wants to stop treatment which prolongs the life
of the patient.
4. If you were the patient described above, what
would you want for yourself?
The vignettes also differed as to whether the
patient was stable, whether he/she developed
pneumonia, or whether he/she had respiratory
failure. As a result, there were 12 variations in our
cases. After each vignette, the following four possible responses were listed:
A. Stop all treatments necessary for prolonging
life, including ANH.
B. Continue ANH, but do not add any additional
treatments or procedures.
C. Continue ANH, and add necessary treatments
or procedures if necessary for prolonging life.
D. Other.
To ensure comparability of responses, we provided criteria for determination of PVS described
in Merritt's Textbook of Neurology, ninth edition.'0
The second part asked for the subjects' perception
of the possibility of recovery of PVS patients; what
would affect their decisions about treatment, and
to what extent they thought the dignity of PVS
patients as persons was offended. In the last part
of the questionnaire, we collected demographic
data including age, sex, specialties, and experiences of the care of a PVS patient.

Data analysis
The X-square test for independence was used to
test differences between two independent categorical variables. The McNemer's X-square test
for changes was used to test differences in
attitudes of the respondents depending on given
situations. A p value less than 0.05 was considered
significant. Bonferroni's inequality was employed
to determine cutoff value of statistical significance
when multiple comparisons were made. For
example, a p value less than 0.0083 was
considered when a six-comparison per one
variable was made.
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Table 1 Characteristics of respondents
Total number

190

Mean (range) age (yr)
Men (%)
Specialty (%)
Neurology
Neurosurgery
Internal medicine
Others
Mean (range) practice experience (yr)
Number (%) with religious beliefs
Experience with the care of a PVS patient

52 (32-74)
187 (98%)

75 (40%)
85 (45%)
19 (10%)
11 (5%)
27 (10-51)
22 (12%)
177 (93%)

Results
CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS

Of the 317 subjects surveyed, 201 (65%) returned
their questionnaires; 190 respondents completed
them. We analysed these 190 completed questionnaires. Demographic characteristics of the respondents are summarised in table 1. The
respondents were predominantly male and 93%
had been involved in the care of PVS patients.
DECISIONS OF RESPONDENTS TO HYPOTHETICAL
VIGNETTES
Table 2 shows the responses to the four case

vignettes with 95% confidence intervals (95%
CI). Proportions listed in table 2 represent overall
treatment-limiting decisions including withdrawal
of ANH, withholding antibiotics, and withholding
mechanical ventilation.
In variation 1, 3% of the respondents would
withdraw ANH when the patient did not require
any other life-sustaining treatments (LST), 4%
would discontinue ANH and 30% would withhold antibiotics when the patient developed
pneumonia. Six per cent of them would discontinue ANH, 28% would withhold antibiotics, and
47% would withhold mechanical ventilation when
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the patient developed respiratory failure. In variation 3, 17% of the respondents would withdraw
ANH when no other LST were required, 18%
would withdraw ANH and 53% would withhold
antibiotics when the patient developed pneumonia. Twenty-one per cent would discontinue
ANH, 44% would withhold antibiotics, and 28%
would withhold mechanical ventilation when the
patient developed respiratory failure.
All proportions of overall treatment-limiting
decisions in variation 3 are significantly higher
than those in variation 1 (p is less than 0.000 1). In
variation 2, family wishes alone did not influence
respondents' decisions over withdrawal of ANH.
In variation 4 where they themselves were in the
PVS, significantly more respondents would be
willing to withdraw ANH, withhold antibiotics
and mechanical ventilation than in all other variations (p is less than 0.0001 in all interventions).
EXPERIENCES OF THE RESPONDENTS IN REGARD TO
THE CARE OF PVS PATIENTS

The questionnaire asked the respondents whether
they had ever been requested to withdraw or
withhold LST by family members of PVS patients
of whom they took care. Seventy-seven per cent
(95% CI: 74-80) of the respondents reported that
they had been asked to withhold cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) and 73% (95% CI: 70-76)
had been required to withhold haemodialysis
and/or mechanical ventilation. They had also been
required to withhold antibiotics (22%, 95% CI:
19-25) and to withdraw ANH (30%, 95% CI:
26-34). The frequency of the request made by the
family members to withhold CPR, haemodialysis,
and mechanical ventilation was significantly
higher than for ANH and antibiotics (p is less than
0.0001).

Table 2 Responses (/o) to the vignettes (N=190)
Treatment-limiting decisions
Variation

Patient's previous wishes

Family's wishes

Withdraw ANH*

No treatment for
pneumonia *

1
2
3
4

Unknown
Unknown
No LST
If the respondents were in PVS

Unknown
No LST
No LST

3 (2-4)
6 (4-8)
17 (14-20)
40 (36-44)

34
56
71
70

(32-37)
(52-60)
(68-74)
(67-73)

No treatment
for RF#
81
95
93
95

(78-84)
(93-97)
(92-95)
(92-97)

ANH: artificial nutrition and hydration.
LST: life-sustaining treatment.
MV: mechanical ventilation.
RF: respiratory failure.
PVS: persistent vegetative state.
(: 95% confidence interval.
* Proportions in this column represent rate of respondents who would withdraw ANH when the patient does not require any other
life-sustaining treatments.
* Proportions in this column represent rate of respondents who would withdraw ANH or withhold antibiotics when a PVS patient devel-

oped pneumonia.
# Proportions in this column represent rate of respondents who would withdraw ANH, withhold antibiotics, or withhold MV when a PVS
patient suffered from respiratory failure.

We also asked the respondents whether they
had ever considered withdrawal and withholding
of LST in the care of PVS patients. Eighty-two
percent (95% CI: 79-85) and 74% (95% CI:
71-77) had considered withholding of CPR and
hemodialysis and/or mechanical ventilation respectively. On the other hand, 31% (95% CI:
27-35) and 16% (95% CI: 13-19) had considered
withholding antibiotics and withdrawing ANH
from a PVS patient. Significantly more respondents had considered withholding CPR or haemodialysis and/or mechanical ventilation than antibiotics or ANH (p is less than 0.0001). In addition,
significantly fewer respondents had thought of
discontinuation of ANH than withholding of antibiotics (p is less than 0.0001).
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directives, and 3% (95% CI: 2-4) had experience
of between 10 and 100 such patients.
FACTORS INFLUENCING ATTITUDES OF THE
RESPONDENTS

Some attitudes and experiences of the respondents were related to their decisions with regard to
the care of PVS patients. Respondents' specialties,
experience of care of such patients, experience of
PVS patients who left any form of advance directives, and perception regarding possibility of
recovery were mutually statistically independent.
Significantly more respondents who regarded
brain death as a human death tended to regard the
dignity of PVS patients as persons offended, than
those who regarded brain death otherwise (86% v
65%, p = 0.013). However, the attitude towards
brain death itself was independent of the respondDIGNITY AS A PERSON, BRAIN DEATH, POSSIBILITY OF
ents' treatment-limiting decisions. Perceiving the
RECOVERY, AND ADVANCE DIRECTIVES
We asked the respondents to what extent they dignity of PVS patients as offended also related to
thought the dignity of PVS patients as persons was only one of 12 treatment-limiting decisions: those
offended. Twenty-two per cent (95% CI: 19-25) who regarded the dignity of PVS patients as being
of them answered that their dignity as persons was impaired were more willing to withhold mechaninot offended at all, 25% (95% CI: 22-28) thought cal ventilation in variation 1 than those who saw it
their dignity as persons was slightly offended, 38% as being unimpaired (86% v 65%, p = 0.003).
Experience of care of PVS patients was related
(95% CI: 35-41) considerably offended, and 15%
(95% CI: 12-18) severely offended. Seventy-five to unwillingness to terminate LST. The respondper cent (95% CI: 72-78) of the respondents con- ents who had experience of caring for PVS
sidered that brain death meant death of a human patients were more likely to hesitate over withbeing, 14% (95% CI: 11-17) were unsure, and drawing ANH in variation 2 (4% v 38%, p =
11% (95% CI: 9-13) answered that brain death 0.00001) and in variation 3 (18% v 38%, p =
0.04) than those who had no such experience.
did not mean death of a human being.
The questionnaire also elicited the respondents' Those who thought that PVS patients had no
estimation of the possibility of recovery of PVS chance of recovery were more willing to disconpatients. Forty-three per cent (95% CI: 39-47) of tinue ANH (11% v 3%, p = 0.046), withhold
the respondents thought PVS patients would mechanical ventilation (99% v 92%, p = 0.033) in
never recover, 52% (95% CI: 48-56) answered variation 2, and withhold mechanical ventilation
that one out of ten such patients or fewer would in variation 3 (98% v 89%, p = 0.03).
Attitudes of the respondents regarding oral
recover, and 3% (95% CI: 2-4) said one of five
such patients could recover from their uncon- advance directives and families' wishes were
related to their overall treatment-limiting deciscious states.
Ninety-one per cent (95% CI: 89-93%) of the sions in the vignettes. The respondents who
respondents thought patients' written advance answered that oral advance directives of their
directives expressing unwanted LST would influ- patients expressing the wish not to undergo
ence their decisions; 73% (95% CI: 70-76) unwanted LST would influence their decisions
considered oral advance directives not to provide were more willing than those who answered
LST would influence their decisions; 76% (95% otherwise, to discontinue ANH in variation 3
CI: 73-79) considered families' wishes not to pro- (23%v 2%, p = 0.0008). Those who responded
vide LST would influence their decisions. Signifi- that families' wishes not to provide LST would
cantly more respondents regarded patients' writ- influence their overall treatment-limiting deciten advance directives as influencing their sions, were also willing to withdraw ANH in varidecisions than oral advance directives (91 % v ation 2 (8%v 0%, p = 0.045).
73%, p is less than 0.0001). Of the respondents,
82% (95% CI: 79-85) had no experience of caring Discussion
for PVS patients who left any form of advance Comparisons between the attitudes of the redirectives, and 15% (95% CI: 12-18) had experi- spondents in our study and those of physicians in
ence of fewer than ten patients who left advance the United Kingdom and the United States show
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striking differences. On the one hand, position
papers of medical societies in these countries
show that they endorse discontinuation of ANH
as ethically appropriate." 12 Half of the United
States physicians surveyed thought that PVS
patients should be considered dead.8 A majority of
these physicians would not want to live if they
were in PVS. For instance, several studies showed
that only about ten per cent of physicians and ethics consultants would want to have ANH if they
were in PVS.8 13 On the other hand, in our study,
few respondents would withdraw ANH from a
PVS patient even if the patient had expressed his
or her wish for that to happen and the patient's
family agreed with the desire of the patient as
specified in an advance directive. Furthermore,
the majority of the respondents said that if they
themselves were in PVS they would want ANH to
be continued. The proportion of the respondents
who would not want to have ANH provided for
themselves and the proportion of the general public who would not want to have ANH provided
might not be significantly different.9 It seems that
both a majority of physicians and the general public in Japan would not be willing to withdraw LST,
including ANH, from PVS patients and would not
want LST, including ANH, withdrawn from
themselves if they were in PVS.
Why are Japanese physicians unwilling to
terminate life-support for PVS patients? The
authors believe that the most significant underlying reason is the concept the Japanese have in
terms of the death of a human being. In the
traditional Western ethic, the sanctity of life doctrine that life is a divine gift, given and sustained
by God is predominant. Those who hold the doctrine would be reluctant to terminate the care of
PVS patients. Physicians and patients' family
members who are vitalists would think that the
preservation of life in PVS is an end in itself,
regardless of the quality of life. On the other hand,
in Japan, where people have not been under the
strong influence of Judaeo-Christianity, the extreme unwillingness of Japanese physicians regarding discontinuation of care for PVS patients is
not explained by the doctrine. Together with the
combined influence of Buddhism and Confucianism, Shintoism, which governs Japanese spirituality, long ago established the Japanese view of
death: death is a curse, the corpse is polluting, and
the spirit of the deceased is frightening.'4 Life and
this world have been highly valued and death has
been denied and abhorred. Japanese seldom consider death as an invitation from the Creator.'9
This abhorrence of death could still reside in the
mind of the Japanese and might facilitate
reluctance towards any kind of termination of life.
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Some Japanese, including experienced physicians,
might not accept the concept that PVS patients
are no longer persons. They would think that,
regardless of current consciousness, PVS patients
still remain the same persons who had lived
meaningful lives with their families. They may not
accept that consciousness is a prerequisite for
having an interest in or receiving benefit from
medical intervention and that life prolongation of
permanently unconscious patients can be regarded as futile. Furthermore, some Japanese
might not accept discontinuation of life support
for irreversibly unconscious patients even if they
regard such patients as not being persons any
more. They may argue that human values do not
rely on personhood or functioning as a person.
They may see existence itself as valuable: after all,
the PVS patient has warmth and a pulse and
engenders sympathy in them. Even permanent
loss of consciousness could not, for these people,
deprive PVS patients of the most important
element of a human being, although what that is is
not clear. This would follow the denial of the
judgment that sustaining a mere biological life is
futile and disproportionate to the cost or resources. Therefore, the care of PVS patients is not
non-beneficial because prolonging their lives is a
worthwhile goal and therefore not just a pointless
effort. This Japanese concept of life and death may
contribute to the respondents' reluctance to forgo
any LST for such patients.
Second, some Japanese physicians think their
primary obligation is to prolong the life of a
patient under any circumstances. Some think that,
if it becomes too easy to terminate LST, either in
the name of rational treatment or patient selfdetermination, it may lead to a gradual erosion of
respect for the life of patients. It is also pointed out
that some Japanese physicians tend to think that
the way to act in the best interests of a patient is to
provide the best possible care at any stage of a
disease.'6 This attitude would easily lead to the
belief that withdrawal of ANH, which inevitably
causes a patient's death, is never ethically
acceptable. 7
Third, fear and anxiety of a lawsuit filed by the
patient's family for murder may foster their
unwillingness to forgo LST for PVS patients. As
pointed out, it is the doctor who is ultimately on
the line for medical liability, not other medical
professionals; physician-family consensus may be
the most important determinant as to whether or
not a patient's advance directives will be followed
because a patient's surviving family members are
perceived by doctors as potential plaintiffs.'8 In
fact, a recent study done in Japan suggested that a
considerable number of physicians fear, or are
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is unacceptable. On the other hand, some
individuals, including some of our respondents,
would argue that the benefits of the care justify the
cost. It may be that this dispute cannot easily be
resolved by rational discussion. A question about
what kind of life is valuable is essentially a matter
of definition and must form the basis of further
moral thinking. Also it is an assumption that cannot be fully defended because it is fundamental.24
Nevertheless, the general public, families of PVS
patients, and physicians should continue deliberating over the best way to proceed in this matter,
for this is something that affects everyone in a
society. The authors believe that the family's wish
to keep a PVS patient alive should be respected in
general, but, at the same time, that the family's
wishes should not be considered absolute. Medical resources are always limited and have to be
used carefully. Therefore, in certain situations,
such wishes could be overridden. So far there has
been no consensus in this regard in Japan, but any
solution will have to be a principled one that
applies generally and it will have to be arrived at
a PVS patient."
by consensus.25
This study has several limitations. The generalThe findings of this study suggest that many
Japanese physicians share the belief that life isability of our results is limited. Because the phyprolongation of permanent unconscious patients sicians surveyed were members of one association,
could be a goal of medicine and that it is not futile. they may not be representative of others involved
However, unconditional and unlimited prolonga- in the care of PVS patients. The respondents were
tion of PVS patients' lives poses many problems. predominantly men and thus the results do not
Patients may not want to live in PVS. As shown by represent attitudes of female physicians in Japan.
a public opinion poll, at least a quarter of the gen- A report of the Ministry of Health and Welfare
eral public and 40% of our respondents do not showed that 1 1.9% of all Japanese physicians were
want to be sustained in PVS. Despite the relatively women in 1992 and only eight per cent were
low cost of medical care in Japan, some families working in national hospitals or medical institutes
may think that caring for such a patient is in 1995.26 Female respondents in this study
financially, as well as emotionally, too accounted for only two per cent of all respondents.
burdensome.2' 22 Therefore, preserving the life of In addition, more than one-third of our subjects
PVS patients without critical evaluation would did not participate in our study and their attitudes
result in insensitive overriding of the patients' wish may differ from those who participated. They
to die with dignity as persons rather than continue could be more conservative in the care of PVS
their biological existence. Such preserving would patients, although there is no evidence in this
also result in suffering for the patients' families, regard. It should also be noted that answers to the
both psychological and financial.
questionnaire might not necessarily reflect the
As far as resource allocation is concerned, even respondents' actual behaviour in the care of PVS
if all individuals involved in the care of PVS patients. It should also be pointed out that
patients agree with life prolongation, there re- attitudes reported by the respondents were based
mains the ethical problem of justice. In the on a case of a male PVS patient in his 70s who had
context of scarce medical resources and national been unconscious for two years. In addition, in the
health care systems, the principle of justice given vignettes, we assumed no disagreement
requires consideration of the opportunity cost regarding decisions over LST among people
both to potential recipients of the resource and to involved in the case. Therefore, responses could
those who provide the funding for it, either have differed significantly if the PVS patient in the
through taxes or through insurance premiums.23 vignettes had been younger, as were Karen Ann
Individuals who regard the prolongation of a mere Quinlan, Nancy Cruzan and Anthony Bland.6 27 It
biological life as meaningless would consider that is also possible that respondents' decisions might
expenditure of significant resources on such care be different if family members in the vignettes

anxious about, lawsuits for murder when they
consider withholding and withdrawal of LST from
terminally ill patients."9 Even if Japanese physicians thought continuation of mere biological life
was meaningless, the fear of a lawsuit could keep
them from terminating that life.
Fourth, the perceived possibility of recovery
from vegetative state could make Japanese physicians reluctant to forgo LST for PVS patients.
Some physicians declared that they were never
certain that PVS patients would never recover
from their unconscious state. 7 This view is shared
by many of the patients' families. As our study
suggests, families seldom request their physicians
to withdraw ANH from PVS patients. A previous
survey, done in neourosurgery departments, also
demonstrates that it is extremely rare for a
patient's family actually to ask the patient's physicians to withdraw ANH from a PVS patient even
if that would be in accord with the patient's previously expressed wishes or the patient's own desire
for death with dignity. The survey also showed
that no physician had ever withdrawn ANH from
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